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lArge-scAle MutAtion screening in sudden cArdiAc deAth 
(scd)

Abstract: one of the most common causes of death in developed countries is sudden cardiac 
death (scD). structural and arrhythmogenic diseases are the main abnormalities found 
in scD cases, especially in the young, and both are due to genetic heart disorders such 
as hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, Long Qt syndrome or Brugada syndrome. In recent 
years, significant advances have been made in understanding the genetic basis of scD.
We have developed a high-throughput strategy using a semi-automated mALDI-toF 
mass spectrometry system for detecting the most frequent mutations in different 
syndromes that can result in scD.

Introduction

most of the forensic pathologist workload deals with natural deaths and more than 
50% of cases are sudden cardiac deaths (scD). In about 1 of every 20 cases of scD, 
the classical autopsy cannot establish the cause of death, even after the heart has been 
examined by an expert cardiac pathologist. this is then called sudden Arrhythmic 
Death syndrome, and most have a genetic component. the conditions responsible 
for scD can be classified in two groups: a) structural anomalies, being the most 
frequent hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (Hcm) and arrhythmogenic right ventricular 
cardiomyopathy (ARVc), and b) non structural anomalies or channelopaties, such as 
long Qt syndrome (LQts) and Brugada syndrome (1,2).

In people over 35, the cause of death is usually due to coronary heart disease. 
When it comes to younger people and children, cardiomyopathies, congenital heart 
disease and conduction disorders take the lead (3).

 up to now many genes have been associated with the different syndromes 
responsible for scD, making difficult the genetic diagnosis by classical technologies 
such as sequencing. Based on this knowledge, we have developed a high-throughput 
strategy using a semi-automated mALDI-toF mass spectrometry for detecting the 
most frequent mutations in different syndromes. more than 600 mutations of Hcm 
(4) genes and almost 400 mutations of LQts genes have been analysed in sudden 
cardiac death cases and relatives. Hcm is defined as a clinically heterogeneous but 
relatively common autosomal dominant genetic disease with a prevalence of 1:500 
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in a general population of healthy young adults (5). congenital LQts comprises a 
distinct group of cardiac channelopathies characterized by delayed repolarization of the 
myocardium, Qt interval prolongation, an specific form of polymorphic ventricular 
tachycardia called torsade des Pointes can also be found and the risk for syncope, 
seizures, and sudden cardiac death is higher in the setting of a structurally normal 
heart (6). It is a genetically heterogeneous disease affecting 1 in 5000 persons, with a 
natural history ranging from sudden death in infancy to asymptomatic longevity (7).

efficiency and accuracy of the system have been evaluated and preliminary results 
are presented.

Materials and methods

Samples:

DnA was extracted from embedded paraffin tissues or from peripheral blood after 
autopsy in sudden cardiac death cases in individuals of 1-40 years old.

sample inclusion criteria was:
A) samples obtained after autopsy: 

– negative autopsies
–  Hcm evidences found after autopsy.
–  Autopsy cases with family medical history of cardiac events such as sudden 

cardiac death in relatives.
B) Patients after sudden cardiac event recuperation

–  the study includes two large families with family medical history of sudden 
cardiac death.

Mutation databases:

Familiar Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy mutation Database http://www.angis.org.
au/Databases/Heart/heartbreak.html 

cardiogenomics mutation Database http://cardiogenomics.med.harvard.edu/home 
the Human Gene mutation Database (Institute of medical Genetics, cardiff ) 

http://www.hgmd.org/

Mutation detection method:

We have developed a rapid and efficient mutation detection system based on semi-
automated mALDI-toF mass spectrometry using the sequenom massArray system. 
this typing assay uses iPLeX GoLD assay reactions that ends after a single Base 
extension (sBe). extension primer hybridise one base before the mutagenic locus. 
sample genotyping is performed because of the addition of one ddntP to the extension 
primer which is complementary to the locus we are studying. the extension primer 
is now one base longer. the mass difference after the iPLeX reaction is detected by 
means of matrix assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry. 
samples are automatically genotyped from each mass spectrum produced. multiple 
sites can be typed simultaneously by multiplexing PcR and the extension reaction (8).
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two different strategies were designed to analyze on one hand 688 Hcm genetic 
variants in 102 samples and 432 LQts genetic variants in 75 samples. 

hcM strategy: Hcm strategy include the detection of mutations described in 
literature not only in sarcomeric genes but also in other genes previously described 
as implicated in Hcm. number of genetic variants in each gene is shown in table 1.

Genetic variants added in our Hcm mutation detection chip, including causal 
mutations and some polymorphic variants are distributed into 44 plexes as shown 
in table 2.

lqts strategy: our LQts screening strategy include mutations in the three most 
prevalent genes implicated in the disease: KcnQ1 (implicated in LQt1 syndrome), 
KcnH2 (implicated in LQt2 syndrome) and scn5A (implicated not only in LQt3 
syndrome but also in Brugada syndrome). Genetic variants analyzed in each gene also 
include causal mutations and some polymorphisms. Distribution of the mutation into 
38 plexes is shown in tables 3, 4 and 5. 

Results

cM strategy results: Genotyping success rate was 84% in DnA extracted from 
peripheral blood and 74% in DnA extracted from paraffin embedded tissues. A total 
of 19 mutated samples were found out of 102 total analysed samples. most of the 
variants were found in myosin binding protein c (mYBPc3) where a total of 9 cases 
with 4 different genetic variants were found. A total of 9 more cases were mutated in 
troponin t (tnnt2),1 more case was found mutated for myosin heavy chain gene 
(mYH7) and 1 sample was found as positive mutation carrier troponin I gene (tnnI3).

Results can be found in table 6. All the genetic variants detected in the platform 
were confirmed by direct sequencing. Variation R326Q detected in mYBPc3 gene as 
an example of a mutation found in sequenom massArrayä system is shown in figure 
1 and the confirmation of this mutation by direct sequencing can be seen in figure 2.

lqts strategy results: Genotyping success rate was 84% in DnA extracted 
from peripheral blood. In this case, a total of 75 samples were analysed, 46 of them 
analysed for KcnQ1, KcnH2 and scn5A and 29 samples specifically genotyped 
for scn5A study.

2 samples up to 46 were found as positive mutation carriers with 2 different genetic 
variants in KcnQ1 gene and 1 case up to 29 was a mutation carrier in scn5A gene. 
the results can be seen in table 7. All the genetic variants detected in the platform 
were confirmed by direct sequencing.

Discussion

sequenom massArray system efficiency for our mutation screening strategy is 
demonstrated since the genotyping success rate value is up to 80% in both strategies: 
mcH and LQts. this value is lower when we analyze DnA extracted from paraffin 
embedded after formol fixation in which the quality of the DnA is worst. In spite of 
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the low DnA quality in these cases we were able to get good results in this degraded 
samples as the length of the analysed sequences in sequenom massArray system is short. 

the accuracy is also proved as all the mutation detected was confirmed by means 
of direct sequencing in all cases. 

this fast mutation screening may help to clarify the cause of the death after a non 
conclusive autopsy. Relatives of a deceased person can benefit from the screening by 
identifying mutation carriers in the family so our mutation detection screening has a 
useful application not only in the forensic sphere but also in clinical field.

Conclusions

sequenom massArray system allows us to get really fast analysis results since the 
genotyping analysis can be developed in 48 hours. the flexibility of the platform make 
possible to add new mutations as they are being described in the literature.

Low quality DnA samples can be easily genotyped even if they have been preserved 
for a long time or if they have been paraffin embedded after formol fixation

In addition, sequenom massArray genotyping is more cost effective than performing 
the analysis by means of traditional sequencing and the reliability of the platform is 
absolute since all genetic variants found were confirmed by direct sequencing.
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Figure – 1
R326Q mutation detected in mYBPc3 gene 
by means of sequenom massArray system: A) 
cluster plot aspect B)spectrum aspect of the 
heterozygous sample

Figure 2 – confirmation of R326Q detected in mYBPc3gene by direct sequencing.

sarcomeric genes Genetic variants other genes Genetic variants

mYH7 280 PRKAG2 4

mYBPc3 249 tcAP 3

mYL2 14 GLA 1

mYL3 11 mYo6 1

tnnt2 45 mYLK2 1

tnnI3 35

tnnc1 4

tPm1 14

Actc 9

ttn 10

mYH6 6  

table 1 – number of genetic variants analyzed in each gene in Hcm strategy.
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number of plexes number of genetic variants

1 PLeX 23

2 PLeXes 22

3 PLeXes 21

4 PLeXes 20

3 PLeXes 19

4 PLeXes 18

4 PLeXes 17

7 PLeXes 16

4 PLeXes 15

4 PLeX 13

1 PLeXes 12

2 PLeX 11

1 PLeXes 8

1 PLeX 7

1 PLeX 5

1 PLeX 4

1 PLeX 3

table 2 – Distribution of the genetic variants into plexes in Hcm strategy.

number of plexes number of genetic variants

1 PLeXes 19

1 PLeX 17

1 PLeX 10

2 PLeX 8

2 PLeX 7

5 PLeX 6

1 PLeX 4

table 3 – Distribution of the genetic variants into plexes in KcnQ1 strategy

number of plexes number of genetic variants

1 PLeXes 23

1 PLeX 22

1 PLeX 19

1 PLeX 16

4 PLeX 5

7 PLeX 4

table 4 – Distribution of the genetic variants into plexes in KcnH2 strategy
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number of plexes number of genetic variants

1 PLeXes 19

2 PLeX 18

2 PLeX 17

1 PLeX 15

1 PLeX 11

1 PLeX 7

1 PLeX 6

table 5 – Distribution of the genetic variants into plexes in scn5A strategy

Gene Genetic variant rs (dbsnP) number of cases

mYBPc3 R326Q rs34580776 2

mYBPc3 K814del 1

mYBPc3 A216t 1

mYBPc3 Q689H 5

tnnt2 K247R 9

mYH7 m982t 1

table 6. Results found in Hcm strategy

Gene Genetic variant number of cases

KcnQ1 G325R 1

KcnQ1 R366W 1

scn5A K1512W 1

table 7 – Results found in LQts strategy




